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Situated

in the heart of Chennai
at the
end of a quiet lane on the second floor
of a house
is Clementine
studio.
Clementine
is Chennais
newest facility
built in line to the newest international
design trends. Acoustics
playing the central role,
but with no compromise
to ergonomics and interior
design for a comforting
open and creative work
environment.
It all started last year in an email from Yotam
Agam the founder of Clementine after a visit to AM
Studios, A.R Rahmans
new facility: "just visited
AR's studio a couple of days ago. . . NICE WORE!
Listen I am building my own studio here in Chennai
and I need help."
This all had to start with finding
the right
location and an adequate building for the project.
Sound
Wizard
presented
a few guidelines
for
choosing
an adequate
location and Yotam got to
work straight away. A couple of days later Sound
Wizard was invited for lunch and asked to assist
in the selection
of an adequate
location
and
building from a few options. By the end of day
touring Chennai,
a house was chosen to be the
home of Clementine.
To the drawing board Sound Wizard went. Taking
the original blueprints
of the house with some
additional
on-site measurements
Sound Wizards
acoustician,
Didier Weiss started putting together
the puzzle to fit the needed rooms into the existing
190m2 (2000ft2)
second floor of the house. One
main control room, a dry recording room, a project
control room, and three audio/video
edit rooms had
to be on the second floor. The ground floor would
be allocated to a reception, administration,
storage,
etc.
The layout of almost any house and this not being
an exception is not ideal for a professional
music
studio. Houses have parallel walls, flat and often
low ceilings, small rooms and lots of bathrooms.
Spaces had to be reshuffled by moving some walls,
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glass fixed pane on the outside and
a specially designed zigzag uneven
pattern to the inside. This bay
window works as a bass trap by
allowing the low frequency sound
energy to escape from the rooms
confines. The zigzag uneven inside
shape works as a mid/high frequencies sound diffuser to evenly spread
the sound waves arriving straight
from front speakers,
eliminating
comb filtering and giving the room
a pleasant live sound.
The recording room is placed
between the main control room and
a project control room. This position offered the option to have a
bay window to the control room

and a bay window to the project
room. This was important for the
client because it provides a more
versatile use of the space in the
facility. The recording room can be
used by the control room or project
room together or completely independently without disturbing one
another. Acoustics in this room are
designed to be dry as one of the
~main recording usage in Clementine
is of sampling type.
Acoustical design for the project
and edit rooms is kept simple and
straightforward by implementing AC
silencing and basic sound treatment. Absorption on the side walls
and ceiling to reduce the first degree
reflections at the listening position
and bass trapping for an overall
reduction of standing waves was
sufficient. Like in the rest of the
facility, the floors are also made
floating to eliminate transmitting
contact noise traveling through the
building.
These rooms, all having a view
outside, with plenty of natural lighthey are perfect focused and
motivating spaces for people to
independently work harmoniously,
without distraction.
The Clementine studio project is
a good example of how one can
create an excellent professional facility while still being economical.
The designers (twenty years of
professional experience in the field)
kept the project bang on target and
limited the number of goof ups.
Putting full confidence into the
designer also meant that no shortcuts could be taken by putting too
many "smart" ideas together resulting in a mess. "When a concept is
simple then it is often efficient and
harmonious"
as said by Didier
Weiss.
Construction was fast and smooth,
but as with all construction it was
not a spotless affair. This unusual
work, to build a studio requires a
lot of dedication and accuracy from
the contracting team implementing
the plans as specified. No turning
back, once the mortar and floating
shell are in place, there is hardly
a chance that one can properly
rectify soundproofing problems if
any arises.
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Using skilled
laborers,
from
[Pondicherry helped, but as often the
case in India it is hard for them
to get to grips with complex technical drawings. This is why it helps
to have a design team with plenty
of local experience
and a client
willing to invest into a lot of site
vi'sits. The design team can then
ensure quality control
and clearly
answer questions
to the on-site
craftsmen, taking local methods and
materials into account.
One of the largest and probably

the most undermined
hurdles when
building
any professional
sound
space is the heating,
ventilation
and air conditioning
(HVAC) system~ There is no use spending lots
of energy and money making a room
sound proof only to put in a split
unit making too much noise. The
quietest
wall mounted
split AC
units make about twice as much
noise as acceptable
for an average
quality music studio. Clementine is
divided into more cn'tical area (recording room) with a NC15 noise
level and less critical environments
(control, project
and edit rooms)
with NC25 as an acceptable infernal noise level. Choosing a HVAC
contractor
that understands
and is
willing to work with these standards is vital to the success of any
studio project.
Clementine
first-cfass example of
how one can morph a house into
an excellent professional
music facility without going overboard~ With
commitment
toward detail and an

undcrstanding
about the importance
of acoustics prove to be great assets
for any speedy and cost effective
studio project. Realizing this project
took only 5 months from the first
email contact
to the day of free
flowing Champagne!
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